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synthesis tools are capable of performing some optimizations
that may lower the area and power consumption, the result
may often be unsatisfactory. It is important to understand
that each synthesis tool implements a limited set of limited
quality design transformations that are selected and applied
using limited information on a particular a design. Using
them, the synthesis tool struggles between timing, area and
power constraints in order to ﬁnd a good design balance. The
synthesis tools are thus far from ideal and can still much
be improved. It is however also up to the designer to assist
the synthesis tool through a more precise and tool-targeted
description of their designs and adequately controlling the tool.
Some of the commercial tools include some guidelines and
methods on how to specify a digital design or set some tool
parameters to achieve better timing, area or power results.
Resource sharing is a well-know circuit and system optimization approach traditionally employed for saving the circuit
area. However, in parallel to creation of new important opportunities, the recent spectacular progress in the semiconductor
technology, and particularly the introduction of the nanodimension CMOS technologies, has created many difﬁcult to
solve problems. The system and circuit complexity, energy and
power issues, the interconnect scalability problems and onchip communication issues are some of the most important.
Moreover, the introduction of the nano-CMOS technologies
changed the importance relationships among various design
aspects. For instance, the static power negligible in the past
is now comparable to its dynamic counterpart, and the interconnects instead of active elements tend to have a dominating
inﬂuence on the major SoC characteristics (area, throughput,
etc.). On the other hand, many modern mobile/autonomous
applications in several ﬁelds like communications, multimedia,
security, military and medical instruments impose extremely
high throughput and/or energy related requirements.
Unfortunately, the contemporary circuit and system design
methods and tools remain behind the actual needs of the
modern applications and technologies. In particular, they do

Abstract—Effective exploitation of the application-speciﬁc parallel patterns and computation operations through their direct
implementation in hardware is the base for construction of highquality application-speciﬁc (re-)conﬁgurable application speciﬁc
instruction set processors (ASIPs) and hardware accelerators for
modern highly-demanding applications. Although it receives a
lot of attention from the researchers and practitioners, a very
important problem of hardware reuse in ASIP and accelerator
synthesis is clearly underestimated and does not get enough
attention in the published research. This paper is an effect of
an industry and academic collaborative research. It analyses
the problem of hardware sharing, shows its high practical
relevance, as well as a big inﬂuence of hardware sharing on
the major circuit and system parameters, and its importance
for the multi-objective optimization and tradeoff exploitation.
It also demonstrates that the state-of-the-art synthesis tools do
not sufﬁciently address this problem and gives several guidelines
related to enhancement of the hardware reuse. Index Terms—
Resource Sharing, Application-Speciﬁc Processors, Hardware
Accelerator, Area Reduction, Power Reduction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A large majority of the development effort of an applicationspeciﬁc processor or hardware accelerator is focused on
achieving a required acceleration for highly-demanding application or a class of applications. In both cases, a detailed
application analysis is required to identify and efﬁciently
exploit the acceleration opportunities. It is well known that
the performance gain of an Application-Speciﬁc Instruction
set Processor (ASIP) or a hardware accelerator over a generalpurpose processor is substantial [1].
However, in parallel to the computation speed or throughput,
several other important aspects have to be addressed in the
ASIP or accelerator design, such as circuit area and power
consumption. A careful and adequate consideration of these
important aspects is especially important in modern embedded
system domains. Unfortunately, the system and circuit designers too often let the synthesis tools in charge of applying some
design optimizations to lower the area and power consumptions of their designs. Although most commercially available
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not well account for the changed importance relationships of
different design aspects, and for the now necessary multiobjective decision modeling and careful tradeoff exploitation
among various design objectives. This particularly relates to
the resource sharing aspects that can be exploited to limit the
system and circuit area, but equally well, to limit the system
and circuit energy consumption, and in some speciﬁc cases,
even to increase the speed. This way, hardware reuse is one
of the major aspects of the multi-objective system and circuit
optimization and tradeoff exploitation.
This paper addresses the important problem of hardware
reuse in synthesis of ASIPs and hardware accelerators implemented in modern nano-CMOS technologies. It is an effect of
an industry and academic collaborative research on analysis
and resolution of the resource sharing problem which is of
high practical relevance. It analyses the problem and presents
important results of high practical relevance from our extensive
experimental research regarding this issue. It demonstrates that
the state-of-the-art automatic synthesis tools do not address
this problem in a sufﬁcient way, and shows how important an
effective hardware reuse is for an adequate synthesis of ASIPs
and hardware accelerators. It demonstrates a big inﬂuence
of hardware reuse on all the major physical parameters:
computation speed, circuit area and energy consumption. The
resource sharing potential should be exploited along the whole
system development, and using various approaches and means.
In the part of our research related to this issue that is reported
in this paper, we focused on resource sharing during the ASIP
accelerator micro-architecture synthesis for execution of similar RTL-level operations that are mutually exclusive (are not
going to be executed at the same time). We present and discuss
results of our extensive experimental research on resource
sharing performed with commercially available synthesis tools.
The results show that the contemporary synthesis tools are
still not able to produce satisfactory resource sharing results
in many cases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives a brief introduction on application-speciﬁc processors
and synthesis design ﬂow. Section III introduces the resource
sharing problem, and Section IV exempliﬁes some guidelines
to perform resource sharing. Finally, Section V presents experimental results, and Section VI draws the conclusions of
this research.

other features, they often require a sophisticated applicationspeciﬁc hardware implementation [2], [4].
If a high ﬂexibility is also required to accommodate late
design changes or even some ﬁeld-use changes, then a programmable application-speciﬁc processor can be a more attractive choice than a hardware accelerator. For instance, in a
customizable Very Long Instruction Word processor (VLIW)
[5], vector issue slots can be made to exploit the application
data parallelism, as well as issue slots can be customized and
additional issue slots can be inserted to increase the Instruction
Level Parallelism (ILP). The application has of course to
be recompiled, in order to actually exploit the ILP. Also,
instead of changing the hardware, the compiler can perform
some further optimizations of the application code so that it
can be executed more efﬁciently at the existing hardware. In
both cases, a deep application analysis must be performed to
identify and efﬁciently exploit the acceleration opportunities.
In this paper, we focus on the hardware sharing aspect at the
ASIP and accelerator RTL-level architecture synthesis. More
speciﬁcally, we focus on the hardware sharing in the ﬁnal part
of the RTL-level architecture synthesis, when the architecture
design of an ASIP or accelerator is expressed in an RTL-level
hardware description language (HDL) (e.g. VHDL or Verilog)
to be sub-sequently transferred to the (commercial) RTL-level,
logic-level and physical-level hardware synthesis tools.
III. T HE RESOURCE SHARING PROBLEM
Resource sharing at the RTL-level is one of possible hardware optimization techniques traditionally used for saving
circuit area [6], [7], [8]. It can also deliver substantial power
consumption savings, what will be shown in the paper. It
works by sharing one or more functional units (FUs) to
implement several operations described in HDL, producing
less hardware components in the ﬁnal netlist representation.
Therefore, resource sharing may also substantially reduce the
power consumption or even increase the design performance.
RTL-level resource sharing can be performed at several
stages of the ASIP and accelerator micro-architecture synthesis, exploiting a.o. the high-level synthesis scheduling and
mapping, application-speciﬁc instruction creation [4] or RTLlevel compiler optimizations. Since the high-level synthesis is
very broadly discussed in literature, in our work we focused
on hardware sharing for application-speciﬁc instructions and
through the RTL-level compiler optimizations.
One solution for saving resources in ASIPs is to introduce
datapath merging, in which graph (or sub-graph) representations of different instruction set extensions can be combined,
or partially combined, into one datapath. In [9], application
proﬁling and dataﬂow graphs (DFGs) are used to perform
custom instruction selection and to automatically construct a
corresponding pipelined (re-)conﬁgurable hardware extension,
as well as in [10]. Furthermore, resource-efﬁcient pipelined
conﬁguration is performed, achieving an average area reduction of 43.9%. In [11], [12], [13], similar resource sharing
techniques are used together with a heuristic algorithm to

II. D ESIGN OF H ARDWARE ACCELERATORS AND
APPLICATION - SPECIFIC PROCESSORS
Application-speciﬁc processors and hardware accelerators
have recently become a popular implementation technology for
accelerating high-demanding modern embedded applications
[1], [2], especially the ones that can efﬁciently be parallelized
and executed by multiple processors. Multimedia and communications applications often fall into the category of highly
parallel applications, as for example the LDPC decoding
[2] and the Ray-Tracing algorithm [3]. Since the modern
communications and multimedia applications are usually very
demanding regarding throughput, energy consumption and
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A. Automatic resource sharing

Listing 1: VHDL architecture example for two add operations.
a r c h i t e c t u r e e x a m p l e o f FU i s b e g i n
p r o c e s s (A, B , C , D, OP )
begin
i f ( OP = ’ 0 ’ ) t h e n
R <= A + B ;
else
R <= C + D;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
end e x a m p l e ;

OP A B

+

C D

OP A C

Most commercial synthesis tools are able to automatically
detect and exploit some limited resource sharing possibilities
within a digital design [8], as for instance shown in the
example of Fig.1, based on Listing 1. Usually, automatic
resource sharing is enabled whenever the synthesis tool is set
to the area reduction effort and operations are never executed
at the same time [14]. Furthermore, in Fig.1 it is possible to
observe that applying resource sharing caused an exchange
of a relatively complex functional unit (adder) for a simpler
extra multiplexer. This is usually the case, because sharing of
one functional unit among many operations implies the usage
of multiplexers to select which input data to process, what
also may introduce the cost of a possible additional latency
[6]. If timing constraints cannot be met, the synthesis tool
may disable resource sharing in advance, what is not always
a clever decision.

B D

+
+

(a) No shared resources.

B. Manual resource sharing
The synthesis tools are often not capable to automatically
exploit the sharing opportunities, mainly because of the following three reasons:
1) The hardware is not speciﬁed in an appropriate style, so
that the tool is unable to identify sharing opportunities;
2) The tool misses more global and extensive application
analysis, and only exploits some local optimizations for
resource sharing;
3) Resource sharing is not possible due to timing constraints issues.
The ﬁrst issue can often be resolved by rewriting the
hardware description, so that resource sharing opportunities
are better visible to a particular tool. For instance, instead of
performing the operation inside of each conditional statement,
the input data is ﬁrst selected. Only after the evaluation of the
boolean expressions and input data selection, the operation
is performed, as shown in Listing 2 for example. The second
issue can only sometimes be solved by speciﬁcation rewriting,
but often requires the synthesis method and tool extensions.
The third issue cannot easily be solved by only rewriting
the speciﬁcation. It requires a careful analysis of the digital
design in order to perform complex algorithm optimizations
that could reduce the digital system latency, such as the replacement of Ripple-Carry adders by faster Carry-Save adders
[15], [16], [6].

(b) Shared resources.

Fig. 1: Resource sharing example.

control the degree of resource sharing between a set of custom
instructions.
Despite various hardware sharing optimizations performed
at the earlier micro-architecture synthesis stages, there is
usually a substantial further hardware sharing potential in the
input description for the RTL-level compiler. Moreover, simple
RTL-level hardware description changes can greatly affect the
way a given design is synthesized. For instance, changing
conditional statements, such as IF or CASE statements, may
produce a different circuit [6]. The mutually exclusive forms
are one of the bases for successful resource sharing. In [14],
independent of which conditional construction is used, the
authors proposed to explicitly identify the mutually exclusive
execution branches through transformations of the original
conditional description. In the end, a larger set of mutual
exclusive branches is detected, allowing a better reuse of
resources. Consider ﬁrst a simple example presented in Listing
1.
Without resource sharing optimizations, the synthesis tool
would create separate circuits, one for each operation, as
in Fig.1a. However, since both operations are never used at
the same time, it is possible to allow for resource sharing
transformations, and in consequence, create only one adder,
as depicted in Fig.1b. When operations have to be executed
at the same time, resource sharing may also be exceptionally
applied through pipelining of operations[10], [9], although not
as straightforward as for the mutually exclusive operations, due
to possible data and control dependency hazards.

IV. G ENERAL GUIDELINES
In this section, some general guidelines are brieﬂy presented
that make possible to achieve a high resource sharing. The
VHDL hardware description in Listing 3 is used as an example. It should be clear by now that in essence a resource
sharing for two or more operations is only possible if the
operations are never going to be executed at the same time, as
presented in Listing 3. In this example, operations (A+B) and
(C+D) can share a single adder within the ﬁrst process, but
cannot share the same adder across with the second process,
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in separate processes: inside the process, statements are executed sequentially, but two or more processes are executed in
parallel.

Listing 2: Rewriting Listing 1 architecture to ensure resource
sharing.
a r c h i t e c t u r e e x a m p l e o f FU i s b e g i n
p r o c e s s (A, B , C , D, OP )
v a r X, Y : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r (N−1 downto 0 ) ;
begin
i f ( OP = ’ 0 ’ ) t h e n
X <= A ;
Y <= B ;
else
X <= C ;
Y <= D ;
end i f ;
R <= X + Y;
end p r o c e s s ;
end e x a m p l e ;

V. D ISCUSSION OF E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, some selected results are discussed of our
experiments with ASIP and accelerator hardware sharing at
the RTL-level. The experimental results are based on the
synthesis of a functional unit which performs four similar
operations, that are described in Table I. Four hardware architecture description styles of the same functional unit entity
are presented, so that resource sharing potential identiﬁcation
and exploitation can be analyzed for each case. The ﬁrst
description style is a mixed structural and behavioral, while
the others are purely behavioral. Also, the selected operations
are similar to each other, so that they may be merged into
single operators, such as an adder/subtractor.

because the second process can be executed concurrently with
ﬁrst one.

TABLE I: Table of operations for the functional unit.

Listing 3: Architecture description with mutually exclusive
statements and separate processes.

OPERATION
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Multiply–Accumulate

a r c h i t e c t u r e e x a m p l e o f FU i s b e g i n
P1 : p r o c e s s (A, B , C , D, OP1 )
begin
i f ( OP1 = ’ 0 ’ ) t h e n
R1 <= A + B ;
else
R1 <= C + D;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
P2 : p r o c e s s (X, Y, Z ,W, OP2 )
begin
i f ( OP2 = ’ 0 ’ ) t h e n
R2 <= X + Y;
else
R2 <= Z − W;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
end e x a m p l e ;

OPERANDS
R <= A + B
R <= A − B
R <= A × B
R <= A × B + C

The operations cannot be executed at the same time. Since
they are mutually exclusive, they can be shared. A blackbox diagram of the functional unit is presented in Fig.2. Its
computation result is produced based on the selected operation
and input data. The synthesis results of the functional unit
from a state-of-the-art commercial synthesis tool regarding
the area and delay are presented in Table VI, for each
hardware description style and area reduction effort (medium
or high), with the high area reduction effort enabling automatic
resource sharing. First, each architectural description style of
the functional unit is presented and discussed together with
the corresponding synthesis results. At the end of the section,
the results are further discussed, compared and summarized.
All the presented results were collected after logic synthesis.

Also, note that operations (X+Y) and (Z-W) can be shared
within the second process, because they are similar: a subtraction can be implemented as an addition with the second
operand inverted and with incoming carry equal to one in the
lowest position. Thus, the synthesis software should create in
this situation a single adder functional unit and inverter for the
second operand to enable subtraction. This kind of resource
sharing is also referred as Functionality Sharing and is more
difﬁcult to be achieved automatically, because it requires a
deeper knowledge of the relationships between the operations
(or functionalities) that can be merged into a single hardware.
Further examples can be found in [6], [7].
Nevertheless, in general, placing operations considered
for possible sharing more explicitly at mutually exclusive
branches in the RTL-level hardware speciﬁcation may facilitate the identiﬁcation of the resource sharing potential. For
this reason, the use of conditional CASE statements should
be preferred, because the case branches have to be mutually
exclusive. A similar principle applies for operations described

A

OP

B

C

Functional
Unit

R

Fig. 2: Black-box diagram of the functional unit.
A. Structural RTL description
The ﬁrst architecture description style is a structural description of the functional unit, and it corresponds to a particular
optimal circuit that is expected to be created. However, each
sub-component of this structural description was described in
a behavioral style, so that the synthesis software is in charge
of creating or selecting an appropriate ﬁnal hardware.
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C

A B

OP

Listing 4: Architecture description using case statements.
a r c h i t e c t u r e e x a m p l e o f FU i s b e g i n
p r o c e s s (A, B , C , OP )
begin
c a s e OP i s
when MUL =>
R <= A ∗ B ;
when MAC =>
R <= A ∗ B + C ;
when SUB =>
R <= A − B ;
when o t h e r s =>
R <= A + C ;
end c a s e ;
end p r o c e s s ;
end e x a m p l e ;

2
X

±

R

Fig. 3: Structural design.

Total Area. Although the overall area for this design style with
a high area reduction effort has been reduced, it is still larger
than the area of the structural design of the previous section
under the same reduction effort. This shows that the synthesis
tools did not realize an adequate resource sharing as expected
from this design style. Regarding the worst path delay, a small
improvement can be observed, as a result of using optimized
logic instead of multiplexors in the inputs, as in Fig.4.

In this structural description, the synthesizer was able to
precisely identify each component as they were described, as
depicted in Fig.3. Also, a high area reduction effort exploited
some resource sharing by merging the adder and the subtractor
into a single hardware. The results are presented in Table II,
for both area reduction efforts. As we can observe from it,
the overall area is greatly reduce thanks to resource sharing.
However, the resource sharing optimizations can increase
the worst path delay, because of extra multiplexors that are
included to select between different input data, as depicted in
Fig.3.

TABLE III: Case statements description synthesis results.
Effort
Cells
Cell Area
Medium
1985
3850
High
1754
3254
Rate
-11.63%
-15.48%
*Delay time in pico-seconds.

TABLE II: Structural description synthesis results.
Effort
Cells
Cell Area
Medium
2119
3717
High
1657
3151
Rate
-21.80%
-15.23%
*Delay time in pico-seconds.

Net Area
8944
8198
-8.34%

Total Area
12661
11349
-10.36%

Delay*
4025.7
4126.0
+2.5%

Net Area
33120
8368
-74.73%

A B

C

Total Area
36970
11622
-68.56%

Delay*
4161.7
4067.3
-2.26%

OP
2

B. Conditional case statements
X

In the second architecture description style, as well as in
the following architecture descriptions presented in Sections
V-C and V-D, the hardware is purely described in behavioral
style. In the architecture speculation style of Section V-B,
conditional case statements are used to select between one of
the four operations, according to the architecture description
in Listing 4.
As expected, with the high area effort, the resource sharing was also performed for both adders and the subtractor
operation, merging them into a single hardware unit. Also,
only one multiplier was created, instead of two, as depicted
in Fig.4, and the multiplexors were replaced by an optimized
logic in the logic synthesis stage. On the other hand, disabling
resource sharing possibility through not selecting the high area
effort produced more hardware blocks, as shown in Table III.
Additionally, carry-save adders were included into the design,
that greatly contributed to increase the Net Area. Also, timing
constraints were not met for a medium area reduction effort,
possibly because of the longer paths due to the higher Net and

opt. logic
±
opt. logic
R

Fig. 4: Case statement design style.
C. Conditional if statements
Since the usage of conditional case statements produced
worse than expected results, the architecture description style
was changed from case to if conditional statements. Also,
following the example presented in Listing 1 to enhance the
possibility of resource sharing, the inputs are ﬁrst selected, so
that the operation is executed afterwards, as shown in Listing
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were able to increase the design’s speed, while the Net Area
also increased.

5. Such behavioral description is an attempt to achieve a more
substantial resource sharing, aiming at producing a design as
close as possible to the structural one depicted in Fig.3.

A B

a r c h i t e c t u r e e x a m p l e o f FU i s b e g i n
p r o c e s s (A, B , C , OP )
v a r i a b l e v a r m l t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 2 ∗N−1 downto 0 ) ;
v a r i a b l e v A , v B : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r (N−1 downto 0 ) ;
v a r i a b l e o u t p u t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r (N−1 downto 0 ) ;
begin
var mlt := A ∗ B;
i f ( OP = MAC) t h e n
v A : = v a r m l t (N−1 downto 0 ) ;
v B := C;
else
v A : = A;
v B := B;
end i f ;
i f ( OP = MUL) t h e n
o u t p u t : = v a r m l t (N−1 downto 0 ) ;
e l s i f ( OP = SUB) t h e n
output := v A − v B ;
else
output := v A + v B ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
end e x a m p l e ;

CSA
TREE
SUB

CSA
TREE
ADD

ADDER

R

Fig. 5: If statement design style.
D. Cascaded conditional if statements
Finally, the architecture description from Listing 5 was
slightly modiﬁed to the one presented in Listing 6, with the
only difference being the cascaded (or nested) if statement
for selecting between the addition and subtraction operations.
The idea is to keep these two operations close to each other
in one internal if-else block of the nested if structure, so
the synthesizer can more easily identify the possible resource
sharing between them, because in the previous example it
clearly could not identify the resource sharing potential.
Listing 6: Architecture description using cascaded if statements.
a r c h i t e c t u r e e x a m p l e o f FU i s b e g i n
p r o c e s s (A, B , C , OP )
v a r i a b l e v a r m l t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 2 ∗N−1 downto 0 ) ;
v a r i a b l e v A , v B : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r (N−1 downto 0 ) ;
v a r i a b l e o u t p u t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r (N−1 downto 0 ) ;
begin
var mlt := A ∗ B;
i f ( OP = MAC) t h e n
v A : = v a r m l t (N−1 downto 0 ) ;
v B := C;
else
v A := A;
v B := B;
end i f ;
i f ( OP = MUL) t h e n
o u t p u t : = v a r m l t (N−1 downto 0 ) ;
else
i f ( OP = SUB) t h e n
output := v A − v B ;
else
output := v A + v B ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
end e x a m p l e ;

TABLE IV: If statements description synthesis results.
Total Area
13479
14186
+5.25%

2

Interconnections

From the results presented in Table IV, it is possible to
observe that even-though a high area reduction effort produced
a slightly lower Cell Area compared to the medium effort, the
Net Area increased substantially, in contrast to the results using
the case statements in Section V-B. Thus, a high area reduction
effort created a worse design regarding the Net Area and could
not ﬁnd resource sharing between any of the operations. One
possible explanation is that the design is already described in
a style aware of resource sharing. Therefore, applying a high
reduction effort introduced further optimizations that worsen
the design. For instance, carry-save adders were included by
the synthesis tool, which could contribute to increase of the
Net Area, as depicted in Fig.5. As we can see, a separate
carry-save adder was created for almost each operation and
the multiplexors were also exchanged for optimized logic. The
interconnections between them are simpliﬁed in Fig.5. On the
other hand, a medium area reduction effort yielded a better
Net Area result, because no carry-save adders were included
with this style, and no functional merging of the adder and
the subtractor was performed at all.

Net Area
9739
10497
+7.78%

OP

CSA
TREE
MUL

Listing 5: Architecture description using if statements.

Effort
Cells
Cell Area
Medium
1952
3740
High
1912
3689
Rate
-2.05%
-1.36%
*Delay time in pico-seconds.

C

Delay*
4062.5
3939.4
-3.03%

Once again the results were unsatisfactory, especially regarded the Net Area, as shown in Table V. Carry-save adders
were also included at the cost of an additional Net Area
requirement. In contrast to the if statement design example,
this design style actually helped the synthesis tool to identify

As we can observe from Table IV, the worst path delay
in this design style is better than the worst path delay in the
previous design examples. As expected, the carry-save adders
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the resource sharing between the adder and the subtractor
operators, again merging them into a single hardware. The
worst path delay is the best among all the others, even-though
the Net Area has increased substantially and no carry-save
adders were introduced. The circuit schematic is very similar
to the schematic of the case design in Fig.4, with a few
additional optimizations in the multiplexors.

design in modern nano-CMOS technologies, we could observe
larger changes in the interconnect area than in the cell area.
Also, observe that the RTL-level compiler optimization
techniques involving resource sharing may cause very big
circuit area changes (as high as -68% and +63% in the performed experiments), and involve substantial area/delay tradeoffs. Since for the modern nano-CMOS circuit implementation
technologies the circuit power consumption of various circuits
implementing a given computation is roughly proportional
to the circuit area [17], these optimization techniques also
may cause very big circuit power consumption changes and
substantial power/delay tradeoffs.

TABLE V: Cascaded if statements description synthesis results.
Net Area
8509
16071
+88.9%

Total Area
12034
19647
+63.26%

Delay*
4148.8
3883.4
-6.40%

 





  !" #

Effort
Cells
Cell Area
Medium
1955
3525
High
1783
3576
Rate
-8.8%
+1.45%
*Delay time in pico-seconds.

E. Results overview
The experimental results are summarized in Table VI and
in Fig.6, for a process of 40nm and a clock period of 5.0
ns. First of all, it is clear that the structural architecture
description, with the implementation structure imposed by a
human designer to a high degree, is the one that produced
the best results with high area reduction effort, as shown in
Fig.6b. To get the high-quality results, a structural description
style is usually preferred over a behavioral one, because a
human designer or a higher-level architecture synthesis tool
can more directly and precisely specify the required design
features and such description can be easier translated by the
synthesis tool to a corresponding high-quality netlist. Also,
enabling the resource sharing via a high area reduction effort
clearly proved to be useful for saving resources, and resulted
in substantial area improvements, with a Cell reduction area
ratio of 15.23% and Net reduction area ratio of 8.34%, for
such a structural design. The hardware sharing also reduced the
overall area in different design styles. Furthermore, if only the
medium area reduction effort is considered, then the best area
result is achieved by the last set of experiments: the cascaded if
statements. Such description style was able to improve the area
cost, because the architecture was described in the style easy
for resource sharing. Further optimizations performed with a
high area reduction effort mainly included additional circuitry
to the design and increased the Net Area, but reduced the worst
path delay, as shown in Fig.7.
The resource sharing result very much depends on the
hardware description style, as also observed in Table VI.
For some design styles, a substantial increase in Net Area
can be observed, especially due to further timing optimizations. The inclusion of carry-saver adders in several cases
greatly increased the Net Area requirements, in an effort to
overcome the extra delays that might arise from hardware
sharing. Observe that when considering the functional unit
sharing, the designers tend mainly to think on reduction of
the functional unit (Cell) area, and not on the reduction of the
interconnection (Net) area. However, due to the interconnect
scalability problems and their dominating inﬂuence on the










  

Fig. 7: Worst path delay of each design style.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we analyzed the problem of hardware sharing
in ASIP and accelerator synthesis. We focused on the ﬁnal
part of the micro-architecture synthesis, where the architecture
design is expressed in an RTL-level HDL to be sub-sequently
transferred to a RTL-level synthesis tool. Despite various
hardware sharing optimizations at the earlier synthesis stages,
there is usually a substantial hardware sharing potential in this
RTL-level description. In the part of our research presented in
this paper, we focused on experimental analysis of hardware
sharing when applying commercial RTL-level synthesis tools.
Our main conclusions from this research are as follows.
Exploitation of hardware sharing at the RTL-level can
inﬂuence the area and power consumption of ASIP and
accelerator designs to a very high degree and may cause
substantial area/power/delay tradeoffs. Thus, adequate RTLlevel optimization techniques involving resource sharing are of
primary importance for the multi-objective ASIP and accelerator optimization and adequate tradeoff exploitation. Moreover,
when considering functional unit sharing, the designers tend
mainly to think on the reduction of functional unit area, while
we observed larger changes in the interconnect area than in the
active area. This is due to the interconnect scalability problems
and their dominating inﬂuence on the designs in the modern
nano-CMOS technologies.
The results produced by the RTL-level compiler optimization techniques involving resource sharing very much depend
on the RTL-level design description style and optimization
objectives speciﬁed for the used commercial synthesis tool.
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TABLE VI: Synthesis results, for different design styles and area reduction efforts.
Structural
Case statements
If statements
Total Area
Delay
Total Area
Delay
Total Area
Delay
Medium
12661
4025.7
36970
4161.7
13479
4062.5
High
11349
4126.0
11622
4067.3
14186
3939.4
Rate*
-10.36%
+2.5%
-68.56%
-2.26%
+5.25%
-3.03%
*A plus signal before rate data actually indicates an increase in area or delay. Delay time
Design style

 



  

   














   










Cascade if statements
Total Area
Delay
12034
4148.8
19647
3883.4
+63.26%
-6.40%
is in pico-seconds (ps).

 



  





 



(a) Medium area reduction effort.



 

(b) High area reduction effort.

Fig. 6: Area synthesis results.

The structural speciﬁcation style, in which the implementation
structure is imposed in a high degree by a human designer, is
the most preferred to achieve the best results regarding the area
and energy savings. However, also the behavioral case-based
speciﬁcation resulted in a high area reduction and a very low
delay. Regarding delay reduction, the best results come from
cascaded-if style, but unfortunately on the high cost of area.
Using different speciﬁcation styles and optimization efforts,
very different results can be produced that involves substantial
tradeoffs between area and power from one side and delay
from the other. The commercial RTL-level synthesis tools are
very sensitive to the input speciﬁcation style and optimization
effort. Using them, it is very difﬁcult to handle the resource
sharing appropriately. Clearly, further research and development of those tools is necessary. Currently, the tools may much
improve, but also much destroy the architecture designs, and
therefore the fully automatic use is difﬁcult. Nevertheless, our
experiments delivered some useful guidelines and hints on how
to control the tools.
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